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I analyze the accuracy of two-dimensional lattice Boltzmann method for advection-
di®usion equation. The Chapman-Enskog expansion indicates that the lattice Boltzmann
method has an error term in the di®usion process. To eliminate the error term, I in-
troduce a parameter q which allows to control the propagation rate between neighboring
sites. The advection and di®usion behavior of the lattice Boltzmann method is investi-
gated by solving 2-D benchmark problem of a Gaussian hill in a uniform velocity ¯eld.
The numerical solutions show that the schemes are indeed consistent with advection dif-
fusion, and the error term performs as numerical di®usion. The von Neumann stability
analysis method shows that the stability region of the present method shrinks by the
in°uence of the elimination of the extra term.
Key Words : Lattice Boltzmann Method, Advection-Di®usion Equation, Accuracy Anal-
ysis, Numerical Stability
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; k = 1; 2; 3; 4; (6)
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fk ¼ f (0)k + "f (1)k + "2f (2)k ;
@t ¼ @t0 + "@t1; @x ¼ "@x1; (8)
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k ck®ck¯ = ¥®¯ ; (11)
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[rr : ¥ + @tr ¢ (Áu)]; (12)











































[rr : (Áuu) + @tr ¢ (Áu)]; (16)
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@t(Áu) +r ¢ (Áuu) = 0; (17)
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; k = 1; 2; 3; 4; (23)
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fk(x+ ck±; t+ ±)¡ fk(x; t)
+(q ¡ 1)[fk(x+ ck±; t)¡ fk(x; t)] (24)
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60  t = 0.625










Fig. 1 Parameter pro¯le at t = 0.625 and t = 6.25 (Pe =
0). Â = 0.01, ux=0, Á0=100, and ¾0 = 0:125.
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f2 = Áwall ¡ f0 ¡ f1 ¡ f3 ¡ f4 ¡ f5 ¡ f6 ¡ f7 ¡ f8; (35)
f5 = f
(0)
5 (Áwall; ux; uy); f6 = f
(0)
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 t = 0.125










Fig. 3 Parameter pro¯le at t = 0.125 and t = 1.25 (Pe =
20). Â = 0.005, ux=0.1, Á0=100, and ¾0 = 0:0625.
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Fig.4 Parameter pro¯le at t = 0.25 and t = 2.5 (Pe = 200).
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Fig. 5 Relative error as function of the resolution.
Table 1 The spatial convergence rates for
present model at Pe = 0
Lattice size (N £N) E L2
16 £ 16 3:338£ 10¡3
32 £ 32 8:402£ 10¡4 1.990
64 £ 64 2:108£ 10¡4 1.995
128 £ 128 5:282£ 10¡5 1.997
256 £ 256 1:322£ 10¡6 1.999
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Fig.5 ????? Pe = 0 ??????????????
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Fig. 6 Stability region as function of relaxation time and
the velociy.
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